
Hand Rearing
Mannikins

by Glenn Holland, South Africa

Bluck und Wbile Mannikill-Ilole fbe one winR {((led 10 wUl"d offpussible
cumpelilors.

A the end of each year it is
ime to prepare the aviaries

for the new season ahead. In August
(the end of winter in South Africa)
each year I catch up all the birds and
put them in temporary holding facili
ties. All the plants are cut back, old
nesting bushes are replaced with new
city thickets and nesting receptacles are
thoroughly ·c1eaned. All necessary
repairs and painting are also done.

Once the birds have been removed,
all nesting areas are thoroughly
checked. Some eggs usually have to be
sacrificed and newly hatched chicks
are difficult to raise despite our valiant
attempts at it. Chicks of a few days and
older are removed for hand raising.
This season I removed two Silverbills,
seven Pied and two Black and White
Mannikins. The Black and White
Mannikin chicks were estimated at five
days old and the others a little bider,
already showing quills on their wings.
The chicks were separated into groups
of two to three birds of similar size and
each group placed in a tef grass lined
container. The containers were then
placed in a brooder with a temperature
of 30-34° C. (86-93° F). The smaller
chicks were placed closer to the source
of warmth (a 60 watt light bulb below
the brooder floor) than the older
chicks and, as they developed, I pro
gressively moved them further away
from the warmth. At this young stage
they were fed every two hours
between 6:00 A.M. and 8:00 P.M.

Feeding was done with a 2.5 ml
syringe. The food consisted of a
heaped tablespoon of finely ground
commercial CanalY food which was
moistened with warm water until a
runny consistency was achieved. A tea
spoon tip of peanut butter and a few
drops of sunflower oil were then
mixed into the warm food. Twice a
week a little boiled egg yolk and a
multi vitamin were added as well.
Canary food was used as the base of
the formula . .It is an almost complete
diet with sufficient protein for the
chicks as well. The oils were added to
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Pied MU1l1likili beinR fed.

provide extra fat which is lacking in
such a dry formula. A fuI1her advan
tage of a little oil was found in that it
lubricates the ·yringe alleviating the
problem of a blocked stopper. The
food was fed warm and a new batch
mixed twice per day. Each bird was
given one shorr gentle squilt into the
back of the gape and feeding rotated
amongst the group, thus giving each

bird a chance to swallow the food
properly.

Chicks begin to beg for food soon
after they are removed from the nest
and the cries from the first bird soon
stimulate all the others to begin solicit
ing for food. mall chicks beg with the
head pointing upward but once well
feathered, their posture changes to a
head down position with the neck
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twisted so that the beak faces upward.
All the African mannikins make a sim
ilar "chit, chit, chit" call when soliciting
for food. Once this head down posture
is adopted, another habit of lifting one
wing vel1ically into the air also begins.
The wing lifted is usually the one on
the opposite side from which the food
is heing offered. This is done to
exclude siblings and ensures that the
individual covering the others is fed
first. This habit makes it essential to
separate the chicks. Feeding a group
larger than four birds is made difficult
as they all lift one wing and clamber
over one another.

Once the chicks are ready to fledge,
they hegin to jump out of the contain
ers. They can now be placed together
and after about five days they begin to
peck at the food. At this stage they can
he offered dly and sprouted seed with
a little moistened soft food and a bowl
of water. By 12 days they are eating
well enough to slowly reduce feeds to
three per day then to two. They are
then placed in a cage that has a source
of warmth, and a nest receptacle is also
made available with all the birds usu
ally sleeping on this at night. Often one
or two birds will sleep on top of the
rest of the group. Green grass seed
heads are scattered on the floor and
the hirds enjoy not only the seeds but,
in typically mannikin fashion, they
"chew" on the stalks and feed on the
sap as well. The floor of the cage is
covered with tef grass the seeds of
which they also feed on.

Once the chicks are feeding well,
they lose interest in the syringe and
can then be weaned over a period of a
few days. As a word of warning, it
takes longer than the two weeks many
hooks will tell you it takes to wean
mannikins. It is also advisable not to be
in too much of a huny to remove the
extra warmth and don't keep them too
warm, both of which will result in soft
chicks which will never adapt success
fully [Q avialy life.

Once the chicks have fledged and
are placed in a cage, they are placed
outdoors in dappled sunlight for most
of the day. They spend much of their
time feeding on the green grass under
the cage floor. Three weeks after fledg
ing they are placed, together with their
nest, in an outdoor avialy. Seed is ini
tially scattered on the aviary floor to
ensure the birds do not struggle to find
food. Soft food is supplied in the bowl
with which they are familiar. +-
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The AFA has profeSSionally produced videos for the free use of
member clubs. For more information contact the

AFA Business Office (602) 484-0931.
Do your club members a favor and choose one of almost 20 titles on

avian subjects including handfeeding ,breeding and disease-free aviaries
macaws, breeding Cockatiels and many more subjects.

From Finches to Canaries and Softbills, too...
We have the perfect magazine for you!

Finch & Canary World Magazine
"A world of information about your favorite birds"

If you love finches, canaries & softbills....

You'll love Finch & Canary World magazine!
Finch and Canary World is a quarterly publication dedicated to your special birds:
finches, canaries and softbills. Discover the secrets of the experts and benefit from
their valuable advice on how to care for, breed, and show these delightful birds. Enjoy
the advantages of being a more knowledgeable bird owner, and look forward to:

• Informative Feature Articles & Fun Stories!
• Insightful Commentary by featured Columnists
• Bird Show Listings and Show Results
• Bird Club Listings and Club News
• Product Reviews and Classified Ads
• A Special Section for Kids!

Subscribe Now & Join The Fun! Only $18 per year!
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